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INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY

As the segmented market of four 
vertical fields in infants and 
maternal market, children’s food 
is praised by multiple parties 
increasingly, and the market scale 

is expanding. Qiu Yue, person in charge of Tmall 
snack food industry pointed out that the market 
capacity of children’s food is over RMB600 billion, 
in which, the healthy snack demand is nearly 
RMB100 billion.

It's worth noting that compared with traditional 
candies, cookies and puffed food, the children’s 
snack market not only more fits for kids in shapes 
and tastes, but also shows obvious nutritious 
functions and IP characteristics; while the new 
“diary snacks for children” and “organic snacks for 
children” in market are trusted by parents gradually.

Energize industrial
increment with new products
Children’s snacks started explosive growth from the 
middle of last year. Numerous enterprises swarmed 
into the market.

On June 19, “Xiaolu Lanlan”, the subsidiary brand 
of Three Squirrels was put into operation officially, 
and launched about 50 SKU products to children’s 
snacks market.
Be&Cherry also launched new products last year. 
The “Liffle Friend Tong An’an” 1.0 series aim to 
offer beneficiary supplementation to kids except 
meals. The products, by adding beneficiary nutrient 
elements and/or reducing oil, salt and sugar 
additives, are more suitable for children in nutrition 
value and added value.
Three Squirrels pointed out in annual report that 
Xiaolu Lanlan realized revenue of RMB 54.9493 
million in 2020. According to 2020 annual 
performance report of Bestore, its subsidiary brand 
Xiao Shi Xian specialized in children’s snacks 

realzied sales volume of RMB 295 million in the 
entire channel in 2020, accounting for 3.73% of 
total business revenue RMB7.894 billion. In Q1 
of 2021, the sales volume of Bestore at children’s 
snacks terminal exceeded RMB80 million, 
increasing 60% on year-on-year basis.

Rigid demands are obvious, 
and enterprises still need to 
develop
Insiders believe the market of children’s snacks has 
vast growth space.
Current scale of children’s food in online channel is 
relatively small, and the growing trend is obvious 
faster than overall market. According to 2020 
Trend Insight of Online Chindren’s Food Industry 
jointly released by Tmall Snacks and Alimama, the 
growth rate of sales volume of children’s snacks is 
as triple times as that of overall market.

As the price is higher, consumers put forward 
requirements for product function promotion of 
children’s snacks. That is way some children’s 
snacks in market starts attracting consumers with 
highlights of high nutrition, zero additive and 
organic food, and tries to labeling “healthy” to their 
products.

Children’s food market has rigid consumption 
demands, while the normalization, profession, 
brand-oriented and large scale development of 
the industry is improved gradually. However, Lai 
Yang, the Deputy General Manager of Beijing 
Association of Commercial Economics, believed 
domestic children’s snacks enterprises still imitate 
each other, and develop their brands by following 
the trend, bringing loopholes for development. Zhu 
Danpeng said “the brand tone of domestic snacks 
enterprises still needs to be developed, and brand 
precipitation and accumulation is the key to win 
the future.” 
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Deep Changes Brought by 2020 
COVID19 TO Chinese Retailing 
Market
1. The farther from consuemers, the stronger the brand 
compettiveness will  be! Be near from users, and layout near 
and medium business
We do not run a shop but run a business. Shops consider 
transactions, but the essense of shops is retailing, or 
business. In other words, the decisive power of retailing is 
the accessibility of users. The closer from users is, the more 
competitiveness of enterprises will be.

2. Rebuild “person-good-field” retailing, and speed up 
boundless retailing centering at user demands
“Person”: from consumers to members, and to public-praise 

promoters;
“Goods”: services and experience;
“Fields”: instead of physical fields, create digital and wide-
range field.

Four-new abilities enable progress of 
retailing industry
1. New mode of retailing: new business modes of customized 
retailing and “social community e-commerce- cluster 
e-commerce-commuity e-commerce”, create experience 
according to different user demands, and bulild free brands.

2. Rebuild new brand: the new generation retailing leaders 
shall pay attention to brand development and business 
logic matching, for instance, multiple times of brand image 

CHANGE OR NOT
THE CHOICE OF PROFESSIONAL
RETAILING INDUSTRY

MARKETINDUSTRY CHAIN
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PRODUCTINDUSTRY CHAIN

upgrading of Tmall and JD.

3. New combination of varieties: the basic-root logic is 
from changes of users. Before that, retailers need clarified 
and distinct orientation, and recombine orienting at people. 
For instance, Z-generation concerns emerging varieties, and 
fashionable brands and objects are more economical and 
fitable for users; for the new middle-class, variety upgrading 
is a good choice due to emphasis on family consumption 
and life quality; for the new aged generation, industrial 

stimulation, and innovation in business mode and services 
are required. Different user groups have various demands for 
products.

4. ALL IN New Marketing is a revolution of efficiency 
and instruments. Enterprises are required to create whole-
customers, whole-time, whole-field and whole-people 
marketing, and learn to catch data flow from public domain 
and import to private domain; motivate users in private 
domains, add user stickiness, and conclude sales natrually.
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Data of Statistics Bureau shows in the first four months of 2021 the 
import amount and value of course cashew nuts in Vietnam respectively 
reached 1.2 million ton and USD1.9 billion, increasing 300% and 323.5% 
respectively.
According to current import speed, the import amount of coarse cashew 
in Vietnam in 2021 may be higher than the 1.8 million ton predicted by 
Vietnam Cashew Nuts Association.
Cambodia is the largest coarse cashew supply market of Vietnam, 
accounting to 60% of total import amount of the country. In the first four 
months, the coarse cashew nut import amount of Vietnam from African 
markets such as Tanzania, the Ivory Coast, Ghana, and Nigeria. 

According to the draft of government decree formulated by Economic Development 
Department of Russia, the export tax rate of Russian soybeans from July 1, 2021 to 
Aug.21, 2022 will be reduced from 30% and no less than 165Euro/t at present to 20% 
and no less than USD100/t. The Department explained that the soybean yield of Russia 
is unable to fully meet domestic market demand. The new measure will “prevent rise of 
food consumption price” and “keep domestic market balance of oilseeds and processed 
products”.
Ilyichev, the Vice Minister, said the new tariff measures considered opinions of 
soybean manufacturers in far east area, which help keep soybean export ability in that 
area.

Coarse Cashew Import of 
Vietnam Increases 300% YoY 
in the First Four Months of 
2021

Russian Experts Commented on Influence of Soybean 
Export Tariff Adjustment 

Data of Ukraine Ministry of Economy shows 
the sunflower seed oil export of Ukraine in the 
remaining months (from September to next 
August) of 2020/21 season may slump.
 According to the data, as the major sunflower 
seed exporter in the world, Ukraine may export 
1.575 million ton sunflower seed oil from May 
to August. The number in the same period of the 
previous year is 2.149 million ton.
The month with the largest amount of reduction 
is May; the export volume may drop to 400,000t, 
lower than 639,000t in the same period of the 
previous year.

Ukraine Sunflower 
Seed Oil Export
Is Expected to
Reduce in 2020/21
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Micheal Katambo, the Minister of Zambia 
Department of Agriculture said the corn 
yield of 2020/2021 sales season will 
be increased to 362.02 metric ton from 
338.75 metric ton in the previous season, 
increasing 7%. The harvest attributes 
to subsidy of FISP implemented by the 
government, adequate precipitation and 
favorable agricultural operation mode.
Katambo also said except corns, the 
soybean yield is expected to increase 
from 29.69 metric ton from the previous 
seas to 41.11 metric ton, increasing 38%. 
The soybean yield this year is the highest 
record of Zambia in the history.

Zambia Corn Yield Is Expected to Increase 7%

Canada Plans to Revise MRL of Three Pesticides in Some Food
On May 13, 2021, Health Canada released No. PMRL2021-11, PMRL2021-12 and PMRL2021-13 Notices, PMRA plans to revise maximum 
residual limit of pendimethalin, Oxathiapiprolin and  metalaxyl in some food. Specific revisions are as follows

:

It is known that the comment period of exposure draft is from May 13, 2021 to July 27, 2021.
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US Pecans Export Increased 19% YoY
Recently, US Pecan Growers Association released the latest market report. Report shows pecans export from 
September 2020 to March 2021 increased 19% on year-on-year basis.
As of March this year, the pecan growers, shellers and agents in America have accumulatively exported 78.5 million 
pounds pecans, 14.8 million more than that in the previous year. In global market, the Asian market increased 41.33% 
on year-on-year basis. China is the country with the largest growth in Asian market. Demands from the Chinese 
market are the main driving force in Asian region. Export to Korea also increased because of local promoting 
activities of US Pecan Growers Association.

US pecans export situations from Sept.2020 to March, 2021
US pecans exported to the Middle East was improved, increasing 44% on year-on-year basis. As of March this year, 
exporters exported 6.3 million pounds pecans to the Middle East. The number in the same period of last year is 3.5 
million pounds.
Currently, the shipment of pecans in the season is still optimistic. According to the latest report, the overall shipment 
of pecans in the season will increase 27%, export amount will increase 19%, and domestic pecans consumption in 
USA will increase 32%.

ROK Plans to Apply Zero Tariff to Imported 
Edible Corns from April 23 
 It is reported by Korean media on April 20 that the government passed “Amendment to Regulations on Tariff Quota (President Decree)” 
through voting on state affairs conference. The document regulates to reduce imported edible corns from 3% to 0% before the end of this year.
The amendment will be applicable from the date of release (April 23, 2021 as expected) to import declarants, and regulates to finish zero-tariff 
import of 128t edible corns before the end of this year.
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CHESTNUTS

Ac c o r d i n g  t o  m o d e r n 
nut r io logy,  ches tnuts 
are rich in unsaturated 
fatty acid and mineral 
substance which have 

favorable effect on anti-aging and blocking 
chronic diseases. Based on diet experience 
in China for thousands of years, chestnuts 
have obvious dietary therapy for kidney, 
spleen and stomach. The raw chestnuts are 
particularly good for strong kidney and 
feet. The cold winter is the traditional time 
in China to tonify kidney, and chestnuts 
are one indispensable food. Some cuisines 
cooked with chestnuts are introduced below.

Braised Chinese cabbage with 
chestnuts

1. Cut the Chinese cabbage along the center 
into strips. Remove the shells of chestnuts 
and cut in halves.
2. Steam the Chinese cabbage, or boil it 
with hot water; then put to plate.
3. Pour oil and heat it, put minced scallion 
and ginger, put rice wine, and add light 
soy sauce, salt, soup-stock and sugar; put 
chestnuts and Chinese cabbage, and boil 
with low fire; add water starch, stir-fry and 
spray sesame oil before finishing the dish.

Chinese cabbage is popular among people 
due to the anti-cancer effect; the simple 
recipe with chestnuts could enhance 
immunity, tonify kidney and warm the 
stomach in the season of Slight Cold.

Chestnuts and Red Dates 
Porridge

1. Prepare chestnuts, red dates and rice.
2. Clean the rice and pour to earthenware 
pot; add proper clean water, boil with big 
fire and stew with low fire for 10min.
3. Add chestnuts, boil with big fire and stew 
with low fire for 20min.
4. Add red dates and boil for another 10min.
5. Fill the bowl with the cooked chestnuts and 
red dates porridge, and eat when it is warm.
People often eat too much hot and geasy 
food in cold winter. Those who concern 
health preservation will eat porridge at that 
time. Porridge can not only warm stomach, 
tonify spleen, but also warm intestines. So 
people are not easy to fall ill next spring. 
The porridge is made with red dates and 
chestnuts which could tonify liver and 
kidney, and suitable for people who oversue 
their eyes and always sit still. It can help 
people to catch the good opportunity for 
kidney tonifying in winter.

for F
itness and D

iet
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Peanuts have high officinal and 
healthcare value.

Calcium content in peanuts is high. Children, pregnant 
women and the old people could have stronger bones 
by eating certain amount of peanuts every day.

1.Stabilize blood glucose  

Eating a handful of peanuts in the morning could help 
stabilize the blood glucose of the day because peanuts 

PEANUTS  
For Health Maintenance Liver Protection, 
Vstomach Nourishing, Lung Moistening!

may ease absorption of carbohydrate.

2. Clean blood vessel and protect heart

The unsaturated fatty acid in peanuts may resolve 
cholesterol in liver to bile acid and promote excretion 
so as to lower cholesterol content in blood and prevent 
from atherosclerosis.

3. Eliminate sour regurgitation
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